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CIRCULAR

The Board of Directors of IPGCL & PPCL vide item no. 81.2.6 and 79.2.6 have ex-post-facto approved the implementation of modifications adopted by Govt. of NCT of Delhi vide its Office Memorandum no.F.20/10/ 2016-AC/104-28, dated 25.2.2016 in IPGCL & PPCL with regard to travel by air on tour as well as on LTC (LTC-80) in the light of the fact that the air fare charged by Air India is much higher than that of private airlines.

A Circular no.DM(HR)/Policy/16-17/41, dated 11.7.2016 has already been issued in this regard.

In continuation to the above, approval has also been accorded by the BoDs for availing of LTC benefit as per the previous policy by those officials who had planned their journeys for availing LTC of the current block year as per LTC 80 fares, prior to issuance of Circular dated 11.7.2016 but undertaken journey thereafter.
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